Low Resistance and High Electromigration Lifetime of Cu-To-Cu Joints Using (111)-Oriented Nanotwinned Copper
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Cu-to-Cu joints of 30 μm in diameter were fabricated using (111)-oriented nanotwinned copper at 300 °C for 20 min in N₂ ambient. The joints possess excellent electrical properties. The average resistance and specific contact resistivity are 4.1 mΩ and 3.98 × 10⁶ Ω·cm², respectively for an as-fabricated Cu joint. With a second step annealing at 400 °C, the resistance can be reduced to 3.27 mΩ due to grain growth across the joint interface. There is 50% resistance reduction compared to SnAg solder joints with the same diameter. The electromigration lifetime for Cu-to-Cu joints is at least 750 times longer than solder joints.

Introduction

Solder microbumps have been adopted for vertical interconnects between stacked chips in 3D IC technology, because of the advantage of low melting point and self-alignment process [1-4]. Currently, the dimension of the microbumps is about 20 μm, and it is continually scaled down due to the high I/O demand in the microelectronic industry. When the solder microbumps shrink its size, the volume percentage of brittle Cu-Sn or Ni-Sn intermetallic compounds (IMCs) increases, resulting in yield and reliability issues [5-9]. It is reported that the solder microbumps could not scale down below 10 μm in diameter. In addition, open failure occurs easily in solder joints with small solder volume during electromigration and solid state aging [10-12]. Therefore, an alternative solution for ultra-fine pitch packaging is desperately needed.

Cu-to-Cu direct bonding has emerged to be the best solution for the ultra-fine pitch packaging, because Cu microbumps can be fabricated below 1 μm and it has excellent electrical and thermal properties [13]. For example, Cu microbumps have been implemented in CMOS image sensors of mobile devices, and they will be also adopted to be vertical interconnection of stacked high-bandwidth memory (HBM) chips [14,15]. Previous studies reported that the Cu-to-Cu direct bonding can be achieved under a vacuum or ambient atmosphere [16-21]. Some researchers adopted plasma pre-treatments [22] or metal capping approach [23] to lowering bonding temperatures, while others using nanotwinned Cu to achieve low temperature (under 250 °C) bonding [24,25]. However, the electrical properties of the Cu joints are not well-understood. In this study, we fabricated (111)-oriented nanotwinned Cu (nt-Cu) microbumps with 30 μm in diameter, and performed a two-step Cu-to-Cu direct bonding technique to achieve excellent bonding and grain growth to eliminate bonding interfaces. Subsequently, resistance measurement by Kelvin probes and electromigration (EM) tests on the Cu joints were conducted to evaluate its electrical performance. The results show that the Cu joints possess superior electrical properties than the SnAg solder joints with the similar dimension.

Experimental

To fabricate Cu-to-Cu joints, arrays of (111)-oriented nt-Cu microbumps were electroplated on both the top and bottom dies. The dimensions of the test samples are 6 mm × 6 mm for the top die and 15 mm × 15 mm for the bottom die. The die thickness for both top and bottom dies is 500 μm. The nt-Cu microbumps are 30 μm in diameter and 10 μm in height. The diameter of the Cu microbumps can be smaller than 5 μm when a better lithography process is adopted. Owing to the rough surfaces of the as-plated nt-Cu microbumps, chemical-mechanical-polishing (CMP) process was performed to planarize the Cu microbump surfaces. After the CMP process, the root mean square roughness (Rq) was ranging from 3 nm to 5 nm. Daisy chains with 400 Cu-to-Cu joints and Kelvin structures were designed into the test samples, so that we can measure the chain loop resistance and single joint resistance after the direct bonding process. Before the direct bonding process, wet etching was performed to remove organic contaminants and the oxide layer. The test dies were rinsed with deionized water, followed by a short immersion in a mixed solution of citric acid and deionized water (in the ratio...
133 g/100 ml) at 60 °C for about 30 sec. Then, they were rinsed again with deionized water and dried by N₂ purging before bonding.

Cu-to-Cu direct bonding with a two-step process was applied. In the first step, thermal compression bonding with a pressure of 64 MPa was performed in a N₂ purging atmosphere with a temperature gradient between the top and bottom die. The top die was at 300 °C and the bottom die was at 100 °C. The bonding time is 20 min. Subsequently, the bonded samples were subjected to an annealing bonding under 400 °C in a vacuum oven for 60 min to trigger grain growth across the bonding interfaces.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) incorporated with focused ion beam (FIB) was employed to observe the microstructures of the Cu-to-Cu joints. Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) was performed to acquire Cu grain orientation (JSM-7800F scanning electron microscope with Nordlys Max3 EBSD detector). Aztec EBSD post-processing software was employed to provide statistical orientation maps and crystallographic textures. For EM tests, we applied the Cu joints and SnAg joints with 2.12 × 10⁵ A/cm² on a hotplate maintained at 150 °C. The joint resistance was monitored throughout the entire testing period using the Kelvin probes. When the resistance reached to 120% of its initial value, the current was terminated and the samples were then subjected to cross-sectioning process for the microstructure analysis.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1(a) shows the nt-Cu microbumps array after the surface planarization process. The dimension of the microbumps is 30 μm in diameter and 10 μm in height. Fig. 1(b) shows the cross-sectioned FIB image of an nt-Cu microbump. Columnar grains with densely-packed lamellae nanotwins can be observed. In addition, the orientation of surface grains is analyzed by EBSD, and the orientation map in Fig. 1(c) shows the distribution of grain orientations of a Cu microbump. Approximately 65% of surface area is occupied by the (111) oriented grains, which is shown in blue color. The (111) plane of Cu possesses a high surface diffusivity, so that the nt-Cu microbumps enables a low-temperature or fast process bonding via surface creep [26-28].

The Cu joints possess a low resistance and specific contact resistivity. Fig. 2(a) presents the as-bonded Cu joints at 300 °C for 20 min. The resistance measurement was conducted using the Kelvin structures after the first. For comparison of electrical properties, arrays of SnAg microbumps with the same diameter were also fabricated, as depicted in Fig. 2(b). The solder thickness is approximately 10 μm and the Cu under-bump-metallization (UBM) is 20 μm in height. After the first bonding process, the mean resistance for a Cu joint is 4.14 mΩ, and the contact resistivity is 3.98 × 10⁻⁸ Ω·cm², which is the product of a joint resistance and contact area. However, the average resistance for a SnAg joint is 6.32 mΩ, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Therefore, the Cu joints have 34% resistance reduction compared to the SnAg solder joints. It is noteworthy to mention that the height of the solder joint in Fig. 2(b) is 45 μm, while it is only 15 μm for the Cu joint.

The electrical resistance of the Cu joints can be further reduced by the second step annealing. The average resistance for a Cu joint decreases to 3.27 mΩ. Its specific contact resistivity also drops to 3.14 × 10⁻⁸ Ω·cm². The low specific contact resistivity represents that most of the bonding interface has excellent contact and free of Cu oxides. With the aid of the second annealing process, the Cu joint possesses a resistance reduction of 48% compared to the solder joint. Table 1 listed the comparison of specific contact resistance from several reference. In reference [31], the value of 10⁻⁸ Ω·cm² was the limitation of cross Kelvin resistors measurement.

Table 1. Comparison of specific contact resistance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Specific contact resistance (Ω·cm²)</th>
<th>Bonding methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>7×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>Ti passivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>2×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>Pd passivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>2×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>Cr wetting layer and Au passivation layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>&gt;10⁻⁸</td>
<td>If specific contact resistance is lower than 10⁻⁸ Ω·cm², quality of Cu-to-Cu bonding is too excellent to be easily measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current study</td>
<td>3.98×10⁻⁸</td>
<td>Cu-to-Cu direct bonding with N₂ purging atmosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current study</td>
<td>3.14×10⁻⁸</td>
<td>After second step annealing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To investigate the microstructure changes responsible for the resistance reduction after the second annealing process, microstructure analysis on the Cu joint before and after annealing process was carried out by FIB and EBSD. Fig. 3(a) shows the cross-sectional SEM image of the Cu joints in the daisy chain loop. All the 400 Cu joints can be successfully bonded. Fig. 3(b) shows one of the Cu joints with very few nanoscale voids at the bonding interface after the first bonding process. These voids have no obvious effect on rising of contact resistance. In addition, no obvious Cu oxide layers were found. Fig. 3(c) shows the corresponding orientation map (OIM) and the inverse pole figure was shown in lower right corner. The orientation shown in Fig. 3 was along the Y direction. It was found that the nanotwinned columnar grains remained in the Cu joint, yet a clear bonding interface can be observed. After the second step annealing, a significant microstructure change was identified. Recrystallization and grain growth phenomena were observed, as shown in Fig. 3(d). Most of the nanotwinned grains disappeared and new sets of large grains formed, resulting in less grain boundaries. Besides, the grain growth eliminated the original bonding interface. The newly grown grains were <111>-oriented, as presented in the cross-sectional OIM images in Fig. 3(e). The resistance of a Cu joint reduced from 4.14 mΩ to 3.27 mΩ after the second annealing. We speculated that the removal of the original bonding interface is the main cause for the reduction in resistance and specific contact resistivity.

The Cu joints also possess much longer electromigration lifetime than the solder joints. Fig. 4(a) presents the resistance increase as a function of time up to 750 h for a Cu joint by 2.12×10⁵ A/cm² at 150 °C. The resistance almost did not increase. However, for the same stressing conditions, the solder joint failed within 1 h, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The resistance increased over 100 % of its initial value. Therefore, the electromigration lifetime of the Cu joint is at least 750 times longer than the solder joint.

Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) show the cross-sectional SEM image for the Cu and SnAg solder joint after the electromigration test, respectively. The electron flow drifted from the top to the bottom Cu ones, as indicated by the arrows in the figures. No failure or void formation was found in the Cu joint. However, open failure in the SnAg joint was observed, which was attributed by side- diffusion of the Sn atoms. [16-18]. The Sn atoms diffused to the side walls of the Cu metallization bumps and depleted the solder joint. This is because Sn has a very low melting point of 232 °C. Copper has been known to have high electromigration lifetimes for its high melting point of 1084 °C and high yield strength, and thus it has been adopted for damascene Cu lines [32,33]. When grain growth takes place to remove the bonding interface, the Cu joint has high electromigration resistance.

More reliability issues need to be investigated in urgent, because the Cu joints have been implemented in real devices. But there are very few literatures addressing these issues. For example, electromigration failure mechanisms needs to be understood, so that researchers can find ways to prolong their lifetimes. In addition, other reliabilities, such as temperature cycling and drop tests has not been studied. Finally, how the bonding interface and interfacial voids affect the electromigration, and temperature cycling, and drop tests are of high interests.

**Conclusion**

In summary, Cu-to-Cu direct bonding by using the (111) oriented nt-Cu has been achieved in N₂ ambient. The as-bonded Cu joint showed a low resistance value of 4.12 mΩ and 3.98×10⁻⁸Ω·cm² in contact resistivity. With the aid of...
a second step annealing, the resistance and the contact resistivity can be further reduced to 3.27 mΩ and 3.14 × 10^3 Ω cm², respectively. There is nearly 50% resistance reduction, as compared to the SnAg solder joint. During the second annealing at 400 °C, recrystallization and grain growth took place, resulting in the annihilation of the original bonding interface and thus better electrical properties. In addition, the Cu joints possess a longer electromigration lifetime (at least 750 times) than the SnAg solder joints. In future, Cu-to-Cu joints will be scaled down, so the current density would increase continuously. The reliability issue of EM would be more vital for 3D IC development. Therefore, the Cu-to-Cu joints have superior electrical performance and have the potential to be used as interconnects for ultra-fine pitch and low power devices.
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